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ABSTRACT: The paper examines heat-related mortality in the population of South Korea between
1991 and 2005 and examines the extent to which the 1994 heat wave was unusual in terms of
mortality impacts and recurrence probability. Most summer heat waves are found to be associated
with enhanced mortality. However, the July to August 1994 heat wave was clearly exceptional, with
the total death toll exceeding 3000 in South Korea. This value represents net excess mortality, as no
displacement effect appeared after the hot summer season. Significantly elevated mortality occurred
in all age groups, and an estimated 45% of victims were persons under 70 yr of age. The relative
increase in mortality was larger in children up to 14 yr than in any other age group, and the mortality response was stronger in males than females, although males were less vulnerable during ‘average’ heat waves. The very large death toll ranks the 1994 heat wave over East Asia as among the
worst weather-related disasters in this region. A climatological analysis reveals that the July to
August 1994 heat wave might be considered an extremely rare event if temperature time series are
assumed to be stationary. However, under a more realistic assumption of gradual warming related to
global climate change, the recurrence probability of an event analogous to the 1994 heat wave is
sharply rising for near-future time horizons. This emphasizes the need for an efficient heat-watchwarning system in this area, in order to reduce the human mortality impacts of heat waves.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Evaluation of meteorological causes of extreme heat
waves and assessments of their impacts on various
fields of human activities, including human health, are
topical issues in the scientific literature. The interest
is at least partly related to the recently observed increases in the frequency, length and severity of high
temperature extremes over many parts of the world
(e.g. Frich et al. 2002, Alexander et al. 2006), as well as
a growing concern of their future changes related to
global warming (Meehl & Tebaldi 2004, IPCC 2007)
and associated adverse effects. In terms of mortality
impacts, heat has been recognized as the most deadly
among all atmospheric hazards (Sheridan & Kalkstein
2004), and heat-related mortality has been reported in
numerous locations and regions across North America

(e.g. Whitman et al. 1997, Smoyer et al. 2000a,b, Curriero et al. 2002), Europe (Keatinge et al. 2000, Huynen
et al. 2001, Laschewski & Jendritzky 2002, Kyselý &
Huth 2004), Asia (Nakai et al. 1999, Tan et al. 2004,
2007, Choi et al. 2005) and Australia (Guest et al. 1999,
Vaneckova et al. 2008).
The present paper examines mortality during heat
waves in South Korea over the 15 yr period from 1991
to 2005, when daily mortality data are available. The
country lies in a mild climate zone, with a mixture of
continental and maritime influences leading to relatively cold winters and warm summers driven by the
East Asian monsoon system. Hot weather over the
Korean Peninsula in the summer months usually starts
with expansion of a north-western Pacific high in late
July, and is also closely associated with the end of the
rainy period (so-called Changma) during late June to
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about the middle of July (Yihui & Chan 2005). Variability of weather on synoptic time scales is large, and hot
weather conditions occur almost every summer. The
large seasonal temperature changes and high withinseason variability of weather cause the population to
be prone to heat-related mortality.
A specific focus of the present study is directed
towards the unusually severe heat waves that hit East
Asia in 1994. Their association with mortality impacts
in specific segments of the population has been described in several previous papers: Choi et al. (2005)
found increased mortality in the population of Seoul
(+ 626 deaths over the summer period in 1994), mainly
among the elderly. An important role of enhanced
ozone concentrations on modulating within-heat-wave
differences in mortality was reported by Sung et al.
(2001), and regional differences in city-specific threshold temperatures and magnitudes of heat-related mortality were evaluated by Kim et al. (2006a). Kim et al.
(2006b) reported that the hot period with enhanced
mortality in Seoul was closely associated with the prolonged drought in the region. Park & Schubert (1997)
also examined large-scale atmospheric circulation associated with the hot and dry weather, with respect to an
anomalous evolution of the East Asian monsoon and
unusually persistent stationary waves, extending from
northern Europe over Eurasia during the summer of
1994.
Increasing trends in average temperature and temperature extremes have been observed in the area
under study over recent decades. Mean temperature
in South Korea has increased by about 1.5°C during
the 20th century (more than twice that corresponding
to global warming), which has been attributed mainly
to the intensified greenhouse effect and rapid urbanization (Kwon 2005). The Korean Peninsula appears
to be particularly responsive to possible anthropogenically induced climatic changes (Im et al. 2008).
As the global mean surface temperature is projected
to increase further in the 21st century, it is expected
that Korea will be particularly vulnerable to climate
change. According to Boo et al. (2004, 2006), daily
temperatures over Korea are expected to increase by
about 6°C between 1971 to 2000 and 2071 to 2100;
Boo et al. (2006) also anticipate a sharp rise in the
frequency and intensity of hot spells and droughts in
the future.
The present paper is the first comprehensive study
on the mortality impacts of heat waves in the population of South Korea. We focus on a comparison of the
severe 1994 heat wave with other heat waves between
1991 and 2005, in terms of excess mortality, and estimate the recurrence probabilities associated with such
an event for the near future, assuming an increase in
summer temperatures related to global warming.

2. DATA AND METHODOLOGY
2.1. Mortality data
Daily data were processed on all-cause (total) mortality and mortality due to cardiovascular diseases
(CVD; ICD-10 Codes I00-I99) in South Korea (population ~47.3 million, as of December 2005) over the
period from 1991 to 2005, stratified by gender and
divided into 8 age groups. To account for long-term
trends in mortality (related mainly to demographic
and health care changes) and the seasonal and
weekly cycles, the daily death counts must be standardized. We applied a slightly modified standardization procedure (used e.g. in Guest et al. 1999, Smoyer
et al. 2000a and Whitman et al. 1997), based on calculating deviations of the observed number of deaths
and the expected number of deaths (termed ‘excess
mortality’ hereafter) for each day of the examined
period, separately for total and CVD mortality and for
each age group and gender.
The expected (baseline) number of deaths was computed so that it took into account:
• the long-term changes in mortality (decreasing number of deaths in age groups up to 59 yr for males and
69 yr for females, increasing number of deaths in age
groups 60+ yr for males and 70+ yr for females),
related to medical-technological progress and demographic changes associated with enhanced life expectancy and increasing percentage of the elderly in
the population; total mortality between 1991 and
2005 increased slightly in females and were approximately levelled-off in males (Fig. 1);
• the annual cycle (lower mortality in late than early
summer);
• the weekly cycle (higher/lower mortality on Mondays/
Sundays compared to the other days of the week;
possible reasons for weekly variations in mortality
are discussed by e.g. Wang et al. 2002).
Before calculating baseline mortality, days with very
large accidents in South Korea between 1991 and 2005
(aviation and maritime disasters, a store collapse and
fires: Table 1) and death tolls due to severe natural disasters (typhoons and floods), resulting in >100 accidental or disaster-related deaths each, were excluded from
the database, in order to avoid their misleading effects
on baseline mortality estimates.
Employing this approach, the expected number of
deaths M0(y,d ) for Year y (y = 1991, ..., 2005) and Day d
(d = 1, ..., 365) was set according to:
M0(y,d ) = M0(d ) × W(y,d ) × Y(y)
where M0(d ) denotes the mean daily number of deaths
on Day d in a year (computed from the mean annual
cycle smoothed by 21 d running means); W(y,d ) is a
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Fig. 1. Total mortality (April to November) in South Korea over the examined period according to sex (left) and age (right)

correction factor for the observed weekly cycle of mortality, calculated separately for Sunday, Monday and
other working days (Tuesday to Saturday) and defined
as a ratio of mean mortality (on a given day/days) to
overall mean mortality; and Y(y) is a correction factor
for the observed year-to-year changes in mortality,
defined as a ratio of the mean number of deaths in a
3 yr period <y – 1, y + 1> to the mean number of deaths
over the whole analyzed period (for the first and last
years, only data in Year y are considered).
W(y,d ) and Y(y) were calculated over the April to
November period when the effects of epidemics of
influenza/acute respiratory infections in the mortality
data are negligible. When determining the mean
annual cycle in mortality, we have found it necessary
to exclude data for the summer of 1994 from the
dataset because of the severe heat wave that occurred
during this year. If data for the summer of 1994 were
included in the estimation of the mean annual cycle,

baseline mortality (in all years) would be influenced
and artificially elevated.
In a similar fashion as for the weekly cycle, an artificial pattern present in the original daily mortality
counts (each 5th, 10th, 15th, 20th, 25th and 30th value
in a month elevated) — mainly during an earlier part of
the records — was removed from the estimated excess
mortality. This was achieved by calculating yearspecific multiplicative correction factors for the dates
in a month. If not removed, the artificial pattern would
have affected excess mortality estimates on a daily
scale; its impact on aggregated excess mortality would
decline with increasing length of the period. The Korea
National Statistical Office was consulted on possible
causes of the pattern, but the exact reason remains
unknown.
The applied procedure allows for more robust estimates of excess mortality relative to a widely used
comparison with a single previous summer season (as
in Choi et al. 2005 for excess mortality in Seoul) or an application of 31 d
Table 1. Large accidents and natural disasters in South Korea and/or affecting
moving averages (e.g. Rooney et al.
the population under study between 1991 and 2005 and the resulting death tolls
(data from www.kma.go.kr/; Wikipedia [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_
1998, Gosling et al. 2007), the latter
accidents_and_disasters_by_death_toll, accessed March 5, 2008; http://en.wikipedia.
being particularly inappropriate in
org/wiki/List_of_natural_disasters_by_death_toll, accessed March 5, 2008])
cases when long heat waves are
manifested in mortality data as in
Date
Death toll Event
South Korea.
Accidents
29 Jun 1995
10 Oct 1993
6 Aug 1997
18 Feb 2003
15 Apr 2002
28 Apr 1995

502
292
228
192
128
102

Sampoong Department Store collapse (Seoul)
West Sea disaster (Seohae)
Korean Air Flight 801 (Guam)
Daegu Subway Fire (Daegu)
Air China Flight 129 (Busan)
Gas explosions by subway construction (Daegu)

Natural disasters
31 Jul–18 Aug 1998
30 Aug–1 Sep 2002
12–13 Sep 2003
25–27 Jul 2002
22–26 Aug 2002

324
246
130
128
103

Massive rain, floods and landslides
Typhoon Rusa
Typhoon Maemi
Massive rain and floods
Typhoon Gladys

2.2. Meteorological data
Datasets of air temperature and
heat index (HIAVG) (which captures
joint effects of air temperature and
humidity; see e.g. Steadman 1979,
Smoyer et al. 2000b, Davis et al.
2002, 2003 for details) are based on
measurements at 10 meteorological
stations operated by the Korea
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Meteorological Administration (KMA) and covering
South Korea (Fig. 2), carried out 4 times a day (at 03:00,
09:00, 15:00 and 21:00 h local time, LT). Average daily
temperature (TAVG) and HIAVG were calculated as
means of the 4 daily measurements. The stations were
selected according to the following criteria: they were
representative of the area, no important station moves
and/or changes in measurement techniques occurred
between 1971 and 2006, and the series for all variables
were complete. Mean time series of each variable were
calculated from data at the 10 stations, and they were
used to characterize TAVG/HIAVG conditions in South
Korea.

2.3. Heat waves
A number of definitions of heat waves appear in the
literature. Herein, heat waves are defined as periods of
≥3 d with HIAVG reaching or exceeding 33°C in the
mean series for South Korea (corresponds to the 97%

Fig. 2. Area under study (top) and locations of meteorological
stations (bottom), South Korea

quantile of the empirical distribution of HIAVG). A
similar definition of heat waves, except for varied
thresholds, is widely applied in climatological and biometeorological literature, with HIAVG or air temperature as the examined variable (e.g. Tan et al. 2007).
The threshold corresponding to the 97% quantile was
chosen as a useful compromise between possible lower
(e.g. the 95% quantile) and higher thresholds (the 98
to 99% quantiles), because it delimits relatively severe
heat waves, on the one hand, while still leading to
a reasonably large number of events on the other
(20 heat waves between 1991 and 2005; see Section 3).
A preliminary analysis of the HIAVG–excess mortality
relationship also revealed that both all-cause and CVD
mortality tend to rise when HIAVG exceeds around
33°C (Fig. 3).
The analysis remains largely unchanged with alternative definitions of heat waves that have modified
HIAVG thresholds and/or definitions of heat waves as
periods with TAVG reaching or exceeding a high
threshold in TAVG solely (set to 27°C according to the
results of Kim et al. 2006a, as the lowest among cityspecific threshold temperatures above which heatrelated mortality appears in South Korea), except that

Fig. 3. Scatter-plots of departures of total (top) and cardiovascular disease (CVD; bottom) mortality against average daily
heat index in the summer, from 1991 to 2005. The threshold
value of 33°C used in the definition of heat waves is marked
by a vertical line
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heat-related mortality is generally less pronounced
when effects of high humidity are not taken into
account. The more direct link of excess mortality to
HIAVG than to air temperature is also in accord with
results reported for the population of Seoul by Choi et
al. (2005). We note that the definition using a constant
threshold is useful in the present analysis of mortality,
but it may be inappropriate in data referring to periods
with a ‘mean’ climate different from the reference one
(Davis et al. 2003).
As the relationship between heat waves and excess
mortality was found to be better expressed (in terms
of relative mortality increases) for unlagged data
than for lags of 1 to 2 d after weather events — similar to findings in several other studies for various
regions (e.g. Keatinge et al. 2000, Curriero et al.
2002, Hajat et al. 2002, Vaneckova et al. 2008) —
unlagged relationships were evaluated and are discussed.

2.4. Stochastic time series model for daily temperature
In order to estimate recurrence probabilities associated with an event analogous to the 1994 heat wave,
we made use of long artificial time series of TAVG
simulated by a first-order autoregressive model (AR[1]).
The AR(1) models provide characteristics of heat waves
and temperature threshold exceedances that are generally in a good agreement with observations in midlatitude areas (e.g. Mearns et al. 1984, Macchiato et al.
1993, Colombo et al. 1999). Several variants of the
AR(1) models exist; in the present paper, we apply a
model in which the seasonal cycle of TAVG is considered to be a deterministic part and only deviations
from this cycle are simulated as a stochastic component, similar to the approach used by Macchiato et al.
(1993).
In the first experiment (‘present climate’), parameters of the model (mean, variance and the first-order
autocorrelation coefficient for TAVG) are estimated
from the mean temperature series for South Korea
between 1971 and 2000. The AR(1) model is then used
to generate 10 000 artificial time series of TAVG corresponding to the months of May to September and the
reference period (1971 to 2000).
In the second experiment (‘climate change scenario’),
a gradual warming of 0.04°C yr–1 between 2001 and
2060 is assumed (see Section 3.3). The other parameters of the AR(1) model are kept unchanged in time,
and 50 000 artificial series of TAVG corresponding to
the May to September periods between 2001 and 2060
are generated.
The experiments with the stochastic model are
evaluated in Section 3.3.
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3. RESULTS
3.1. Mortality during heat waves in South Korea,
1991 to 2005
The introduced definition leads to a count of 20 heat
waves between 1991 and 2005, with a mean annual
duration of 9.3 d. Excess total mortality is positive during all except 2 of the heat waves, and the mortality
increase is significant at p = 0.05 in 11 out of 20 heat
waves (Table 2). For CVD mortality, relative increases
during heat waves are less often statistically significant
(owing to considerably smaller sample sizes), but, for
the most severe heat waves, they tend to be more pronounced compared to all-cause mortality (Fig. 4). If
averaged over all heat wave days, mean relative
excess total mortality is + 5.9%, which corresponds to
around 35 to 40 excess deaths daily on average.
Respective values for CVD mortality are + 9.0% and
around 12 excess deaths daily (Table 3). The mortality
increases during heat waves are more pronounced
among the elderly (persons aged 70+ yr). It should be
noted, however, that positive excess mortality during
heat waves also prevails in age groups from 0 to 14 and
15 to 59 yr (see also results for the 1994 heat wave
below).
Mortality impacts are usually more pronounced in
females than in males, which is observed in the total
population (all ages), as well as in the elderly, if mean
excess mortality during all heat waves is examined
(Table 3). Averaged over the heat wave days, mean
relative excess total mortality is significantly larger in
females (+ 6.8%) than in males (+ 5.2%) at p = 0.05,
according to the dependent samples t-test, as well as
the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. However, if only the
most severe heat waves are involved in the sample,
excess mortality is often larger in males than in
females. This may indicate that females are generally
more susceptible to ‘moderate’ heat stress (e.g. due
to pre-existing health problems), but during ‘severe’
heat waves males become increasingly sensitive and
vulnerable to hot weather conditions.

3.2. The 1994 heat waves and their mortality impacts
The July/August 1994 heat wave was exceptional
in its meteorological characteristics, as well as its
human mortality impacts. Specific features of the
summer of 1994 were a gradual warming during the
last decade of June and the first decade of July, and
an onset of persistent very hot and dry weather under
a stationary anticyclone lasting almost continually for
the 6 wk following 8 July (Fig. 5). According to the
heat wave definition, the hot weather was split by
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Table 2. Meteorological characteristics and mortality impacts of heat waves in the population of South Korea, 1991 to 2005. Temperature and heat index values refer to the means for South Korea. %: relative mortality increase; n: the number of excess deaths;
*excess mortality significantly different from zero at p = 0.05. Significance of excess mortality was computed using the standardized normal deviate z obtained by dividing excess mortality by the square root of expected deaths (e.g. Sartor et al. 1995); excess
mortality is significantly different from zero at p = 0.05 when |z | > 1.96. LT: local time. Bold: 1994 heat waves
Dates

21–23 Jul 1992
28–30 Jul 1992
8 Jul–9 Aug 1994
11–17 Aug 1994
31 Jul–8 Aug 1995
12–18 Aug 1995
28 Jul–4 Aug 1996
8–14 Aug 1996
21–25 Jul 1997
28 Jul–3 Aug 1997
3–8 Aug 1998
8–11 Aug 1999
18–21 Jul 2000
22 Jul–4 Aug 2001
6–8 Aug 2001
21–23 Jul 2004
28–30 Jul 2004
6–10 Aug 2004
4–6 Aug 2005
12–17 Aug 2005

Length
(d)

Maximum
daily
temperature
at 15:00 h LT
(°C)

3
3
33–
7
9
7
8
7
5
7
6
4
4
14–
3
3
3
5
3
6

31.3
32.4
35.4
33.7
32.3
33.6
33.5
33.7
32.5
31.9
30.7
32.5
31.4
33.1
32.3
32.7
33.0
32.4
33.0
32.3

Maximum
Maximum
average
daily
daily
heat index
temperature at 15:00 h LT
(°C)
(°C)
27.9
28.5
30.4
29.8
28.8
29.4
29.1
28.9
28.3
28.1
28.3
28.4
28.6
29.2
28.0
28.4
28.6
28.3
29.0
28.6

a moderate cooling on 10 August (when Korea was
partly affected by Typhoon Doug, which moved to
the Yellow Sea, and precipitation was recorded
between the afternoon of 10 August and the morning
of 11 August) into 2 separate events: the July/August

36.5
37.9
40.9
39.2
37.7
40.0
39.3
38.7
38.4
38.0
37.3
38.6
36.8
38.8
37.6
37.7
37.8
37.2
37.7
37.9

Maximum
average
daily heat
index
(°C)
33.4
34.4
36.7
35.5
34.6
36.1
35.2
34.5
34.3
34.1
34.6
34.1
33.9
35.3
33.6
33.7
33.8
33.3
34.3
34.2

Mortality
Total
CVD
(%)
(n)
(%)
(n)

1.5
5.5
15.10
7.6
0.8
2.0
4.9
0.4
6.3
1.1
4.4
6.9
–1.6–
2.2
–4.1–
8.0
3.9
3.9
4.5
2.0

26
99*
3027*
323*
42
85
243*
16
195*
50
164*
177*
–40
195*
–78
151*
74
124*
86*
76

–9.3
39
–4.9
22
26.8 *1380*0
15.1
161*
–1.6
–22
–1.8
19
–3.5
39
–1.2
–12
–4.8
33
–1.5
–14
–2.1
17
14.3
79*
–1.9
–11
–1.1
22
–2.6
–11
17.1
71*
–1.8
–8
–7.5
51*
–8.4
34
–3.9
32

heat wave (8 July to 9 August) and the August heat
wave (11 to 17 August).
The July/August 1994 heat wave was by far the
longest and most severe heat wave that has been
observed over the Korean Peninsula since at least
1942, but also very likely the most severe in the entire
20th century (KMA 1990, Choi 2004). Its duration was
33 d (the second longest heat wave from 1991 to 2005
lasted 14 d), and the maximum daily temperature at 15
LT reached 35.4°C in the mean series for South Korea,
which is almost 2°C higher than during any other heat
wave since 1991. The HIAVG was record-breaking,
too: among the 20 greatest HIAVG values between
1991 and 2005, 15 occurred during the July/August
1994 heat wave, 3 during the following August 1994
heat wave, and only 2 on other days.
Table 3. Mean relative excess mortality on heat wave days
from 1991 to 2005. CVD: cardiovascular disease
Mortality

Fig. 4. Relative excess total mortality and cardiovascular disease (CVD) mortality during 5 severe heat waves for the
whole population and the most susceptible part (80+ yr). The
increase in percent is relative to baseline mortality estimated
for a given heat wave

Total
CVD

Whole
Males Females Males
population (%)
(%)
70+
(%)
(%)
5.87
9.04

5.17
8.07

6.80
9.88

6.00
11.87

Females
70+
(%)
8.39
11.06
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Fig. 5. Excess total mortality (bars) and average daily heat index/air temperature in the mean series for South Korea during the
summer of 1994 (top panel); the 2 heat waves are marked in grey. Horizontal line: threshold for the heat index applied in the definition of heat waves. For comparison, excess total mortality and average daily heat index/air temperature in a summer without
heat waves (2002) are plotted (bottom panel). The scale of the y-axis has been kept identical in both graphs

With respect to mortality impacts, the July/August
1994 heat wave was also extraordinary: the total death
toll is estimated to have exceeded 3000 (3027; 95% CI:
2750 to 3305) in the overall population (Table 2), a
value which is an order of magnitude larger than in
any other heat wave. Even more surprisingly, the second deadliest heat wave in the period between 1991

and 2005 was that in August 1994, which followed very
shortly afterward, with > 300 additional excess deaths
(323; 95% CI: 195 to 450). If the separation of the 2
events by the moderate cooling on 10 August is disregarded and the whole period from 8 July to 17 August
is considered together, the estimated death toll is 3384
(95% CI: 3075 to 3694). We note that the reported
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generally less vulnerable to heat than females in ‘average’ heat waves. Excess total mortality during the
July/August 1994 heat wave was significantly positive
in all age groups, even if the data are stratified by gender (Table 4), so the whole population was affected.
Noteworthy is also the fact that amidst all age groups
and in both males and females, the relative increase
was largest in children up to 14 yr of age. In absolute
numbers, a much larger portion of victims in age
groups of up to 70 yr were males (+ 980 excess deaths
compared to + 355 excess deaths in females), while a
reverse pattern appears in those aged 70+ yr (Table 4).
No signs of a mortality displacement effect (lower
than expected mortality after some heat waves due to
the fact that heat often kills people whose health has
been compromised and who would have soon died anyway even in the absence of stressful weather; Huynen
et al. 2001, Kyselý 2004, Gosling et al. 2007) appear
after the 1994 heat waves. In fact, positive values of
excess daily total mortality persisted on most days until
the end of August (+ 246 excess deaths, 18 to 31
August), despite a moderate cooling, as well as during
most of September (+ 448 excess deaths). It might even
be speculated that these excess deaths are to some
extent related to the very unusual summer heat waves
(due to health impairments resulting in deaths after
several weeks), but they definitely demonstrate that no
harvesting effect was in action in mortality values after
the 1994 heat wave. Mortality was also close to usual
levels in the winter of 1994/1995.

excess mortality is almost independent of the settings
of the standardization procedure applied (Section 2.1):
slightly modified approaches to estimating baseline
mortality (differing in the length of the window over
which the mean annual cycle is smoothed; in whether
accidental deaths are excluded from the estimation of
baseline mortality or not; in the way the long-term
trend is removed; etc.) all lead to between 3300 and
3400 excess deaths. This value also agrees with a firstguess estimate considering mortality over a certain
part of the year compared with that period in previous
and following years (between 3100 and 4200 excess
deaths).
Above 100 excess deaths daily were recorded on
each day from 22 to 30 July 1994. The daily excess
mortality was most exacerbated in a 3 d period after
the heat wave peak on 22 July; around 600 excess
deaths occurred between 23 and 25 July. Relative
increases in CVD mortality exceeded those in total
mortality, and over the period from 8 July to 17 August, +1578 excess deaths (95% CI: 1422 to 1735) due
to CVD occurred (which corresponds to a 25% relative
increase).
Another very conspicuous feature of the 1994 heat
wave is that significant excess mortality was observed
in all age groups, including children (0 to 14 yr) and
people aged 15 to 59 yr (Table 4). The relative mortality increase was particularly large for children
(+ 27.5%; 183 excess deaths, 95% CI: 133 to 234), and,
of the total estimated death toll of the heat wave,
around 45% of excess deaths were people under 70 yr
of age. This means that not only among the elderly,
but also for younger and middle-aged people, the
number of victims was higher than in any of the large
accidents or natural disasters over the examined
period (note that all events listed in Table 1 led to a
disproportionately large death toll in people of productive age).
A comparison of mortality impacts of the 1994 heat
waves in males and females (Table 4) confirms that the
response to severe heat was larger in males (in all age
groups except for 70 to 79 yr olds), although males are

3.3. The 1994 heat wave — a climatological perspective
According to extreme temperature records in South
Korea (KMA 1990, Choi 2004), the 1994 heat wave
seems to be an exceptional event for the 20th century.
Using long stochastically generated time series of daily
temperature (Section 2.4), a recurrence probability of
the most severe part of the heat wave, a 21 d spell with
TAVG ≥28.0°C (11 to 31 July) can be estimated. The
very long uninterrupted sequence of days above such

Table 4. Excess total mortality in individual population groups during the 1994 heat waves. %: relative mortality increase;
n: number of excess deaths; *excess mortality significant at p = 0.05 in a given age group; M: males; F: females
Dates

Length
(d)

Group

0–14 yr
(%)
(n)

15–59 yr
(%)
(n)

60–69 yr
(%)
(n)

70–79 yr
(%)
(n)

80+ yr
(%)
(n)

8 Jul–9 Aug 1994

33

M+F
M
F

27.5
28.7
25.6

183*
118*
65*

9.4
10.2
7.2

676*
540*
136*

13.0
14.1
11.3

476*
322*
154*

15.3
14.3
16.3

706*
340*
366*

22.2
26.6
20.1

896*
342*
554*

11–17 Aug 1994

7

M+F
M
F

–5.5
13.6
–34.3

–8
12
–19

10.4
10.7
9.4

158*
121*
38

1.5
5.1
–4.5

12
24
–13

3.9
3.1
4.8

38
15
23

12.0
16.7
9.8

101*
46*
56*
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The recurrence interval of a spell of at least 21 d with
TAVG ≥28°C sharply decreases even under the relatively moderate warming assumed in this experiment
(the recurrence periods simulated for individual years
between 2001 and 2060 are plotted in Fig. 6). If averaged between 2021 and 2030 (2041 and 2050), the
recurrence period declines to around 38 (9.3) yr compared to the estimated 430 yr in the 1971 to 2000 reference period. In other words, a spell with a probability
comparable to the one observed in 1994 over the 1971
to 2000 period has a length of 30 (39) d in the 2020s
(2040s). It should also be emphasized that these projections are for the relatively near future, and, if the
warming trend continues, increases in the frequency of
severe heat waves will become much more pronounced in the second half of the 21st century.

a high threshold is unprecedented in the mean series
for Korea; the second longest spell between 1971 and
2006 lasted 12 d only.
Under the simplified assumption of a stable ‘present
climate’, with parameters of the AR(1) model estimated
from data between 1971 and 2000, the recurrence
period associated with a run of at least 21 d with TAVG
≥28.0°C is around 430 yr. For comparison, a recurrence
period of spells lasting at least 15 d is estimated to be
around 63 yr, and of spells with the duration at least 10
(5) d around 14 (3) yr. The latter appear to be quite
realistic values when compared with the observed
series (the comparison is feasible owing to the relatively high frequency of such events) and indicate the
reasonably good performance of the stochastic model:
3 (12) spells of at least 10 (5) consecutive days with
TAVG ≥28.0°C occurred between 1971 and 2006, which
corresponds to their recurrence interval of 12 (3) yr.
Taking into account a possible climate change projection of summer temperature increase in South
Korea for the mid-21st century (2031 to 2060), which
considers an increase in mean temperatures of 2.0 to
2.5°C relative to the 1971 to 2000 reference period (Bae
et al. 2008), analogous simulations were carried out
assuming a warming trend of 0.04°C yr–1 between
2001 and 2060. This leads to an increase in mean temperature of 2.0°C in 2050 compared to that in 1971 to
2000. Although the range of uncertainty in future climate change scenarios is large, the assumed warming
is in good agreement with some other studies for the
Korean Peninsula (Boo et al. 2004, Im et al. 2008), as
well as with the trend observed over recent decades
if extrapolated towards future.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
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The study presents a first comprehensive analysis of
mortality impacts of heat waves in the population of
South Korea, with a focus on the unusually long 1994
heat wave. The effects of the July/August 1994 heat
wave on mortality were exceptionally severe: > 3000
excess deaths occurred during the 8 July to 9 August
period. Mortality was significantly elevated in all age
groups, and a surprisingly large percentage of victims
(around 45%) were persons under 70 yr. Particularly
noteworthy is that the relative increase in mortality
was larger in children up to 14 yr than in any other age
group, a feature that has not been reported for any
previous heat wave. The large impacts among younger
persons contrast to the results of
most other studies on age-specific
400
mortality during severe heat waves
350
(including those for the 2003 heat
wave in Europe), which often report
300
that mortality effects were confined
to or mostly occurred among the
250
elderly.
Thus, enhanced attention should
200
be paid to younger age groups
in further epidemiological studies
150
of heat-related mortality. Possible
100
causes of the large effects on mortality in children during the 1994
50
heat waves in South Korea deserve
further investigation regarding rela0
tions to the social and demographic
structure of the population, health
care services and other factors
contributing to the lack of physioFig. 6. Changes in the recurrence period of at least 21 d spells of days with average
logical and/or behavioural adaptadaily temperatures (TAVG) ≥28°C, based on simulations with the AR(1) model
tion to heat. The need for more
assuming a warming trend of 0.04°C yr–1 between 2001 and 2060
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research on the effects of heat on mortality and morbidity in children (results for populations in individual
cities are very often inconclusive due to small sample
sizes) has recently also been pointed out by Ishigami et
al. (2008).
The mortality response during the July/August 1994
heat wave was stronger in males than in females
(throughout the age groups), despite the finding that
males are less vulnerable to heat during ‘average’ heat
waves. Larger excess mortality in males than in females prevailed in some other relatively severe heat
waves in Korea (although not comparable to the 1994
event), and may be indicative of a higher threshold
level of ambient heat at which physiological disorders
appear in males; however, mortality rises more sharply
in males when the threshold is exceeded. It is also
possible that males are less risk-averse than females
and place themselves in more danger during extreme
events.
As unusually hot weather continued after the July/
August 1994 heat wave into the second half of August
1994, the total death toll of the 1994 heat waves
exceeded 3300 in Korea, a value which is an order of
magnitude larger than during any other summer
between 1991 and 2005. This finding is independent of
the specific settings of the baseline mortality estimation, since several modifications leave the results virtually unchanged. The estimate represents net excess
mortality, as no mortality displacement effect appeared.
The study also reveals that previous data on the numTable 5. Documented large natural disasters (> 200 deaths) affecting the Korean Peninsula since 1901 (data from Wikipedia
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_natural_disasters_by_
death_toll, accessed March 5, 2008], except for the 1994 heat
waves)
Year

Event

1994
1936

Heat waves
Typhoon

3384
1104

2006
1959

Flooding
Typhoon Sarah

844
768

1972
2007
1969

Seoul, Kyonggi flood
Flooding
Gyeongsangbukdo,
Gyeongsangnamdo,
Gangwon flood and
landslides
Chungchongnamdo,
Chollanamdo, Kangwon
flood and landslides
Massive rain, floods and
landslides
Typhoon Rusa

672
610
408

South Korea
South, North
Korea
North Korea
South Korea
and Japan
South Korea
North Korea
South Korea

345

South Korea

324

South Korea

246

South Korea

1987

1998
2002

Death
toll

Affected region
for which death
toll is given

ber of victims due to the East Asian 1994 heat waves
(‘over 1000’ in China, Japan and South Korea together
according to Wikipedia [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
List_of_natural_disasters_by_death_toll, accessed March
5, 2008]) were largely underestimated. The event ranks
among the worst heat waves in terms of mortality
impacts ever documented around the globe, particularly when the fact that hot weather also affected
densely populated parts of China and Japan is taken
into account. A comparison with other documented
natural disasters affecting the Korean Peninsula
(Table 5) emphasises the large death toll of the heat
waves, which was much higher than that of the worst
incidences of flooding throughout the 20th century.
Since the mortality impacts were not confined to the
elderly, the number of victims was also larger than in
any other natural disaster or large accident (Table 1)
over recent decades in South Korea among younger
persons, including children. This finding clearly shows
that severe heat may be the most deadly of natural
hazards, not only for the elderly and/or people whose
health has been compromised before the event.
A climatological analysis reveals that the July/August
1994 heat wave over East Asia was clearly exceptional
(in terms of its duration and severity), and it might be
considered an extremely rare event with a recurrence
period on the order of 100s of years if stationarity of
temperature time series is assumed. However, under
the general warming trend that has been observed in
the area and is projected under climate change scenarios, recurrence probabilities associated with an extreme event comparable to the 1994 heat wave rise
sharply. If a warming of 0.04°C yr–1 is assumed over the
period from 2001 to 2060, the recurrence interval of a
very long spell of days with temperatures exceeding a
high threshold (as in the 1994 heat wave) is estimated
to decrease to around 40 (10) yr in the period from 2021
to 2030 (2041 to 2050). Although the first-order autoregressive model used for the simulation of daily temperature series may suffer from some drawbacks in the
reproduction of day-to-day temperature variability and
very long heat waves (which are difficult to be validated against observations due to short records), the
sharp rise in the recurrence probability demonstrates
that even moderate warming would have a severe impact on the frequency of extreme temperature events.
The fact that the model reproduces probabilities of
moderate heat waves similar to those calculated with
the observed temperature series for Korea also supports the plausibility of the reported increase in
occurrence.
However, when estimating possible effects of future
heat waves on mortality, the role of adaptation has to
be considered. Simple extrapolations do not appear to
result in realistic scenarios; although heat waves are
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likely to become longer and more severe, the effects on
mortality will depend on ongoing societal changes and
adaptations. A decrease in heat-related mortality has
been reported in several developed regions, despite
ageing populations and the rising trends in temperature extremes (Davis et al. 2003, Donaldson et al. 2003,
Carson et al. 2006). Positive socio-economic developments, as well as more reliable forecasting and better
public awareness of heat-related risks, are among the
factors contributing to the adaptation to heat and mitigation of its impacts.
The presented results highlight the need for interaction and cooperation between meteorologists, public
health officers, stakeholders and the public. Improved
recognition of stressful weather conditions, namely the
development of methods to forecast whether a day will
be oppressive or not, and the subsequent implementation of precautionary measures triggered by heatwatch-warning systems, have already decreased the
numbers of victims due to heat in many locations (e.g.
Ebi et al. 2004, Sheridan & Kalkstein 2004, Tan et al.
2004, Pascal et al. 2006). An enhanced public perception of heat, leading to a behavioural response, is
the key factor in efficiently reducing mortality due to
excessive heat. The development of a heat-watchwarning system in South Korea is currently under way
(Kalkstein et al. 2008), and the increasing recurrence
probability due to global climate change of a heat
wave comparable to that in 1994 emphasizes the need
for further efforts and better preparation for the risks
associated with such extreme weather occurrences.
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